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As emo�onal and o�en irra�onal animals we all suffer inherent bi-

ases.  They’re extremely difficult to overcome, but once we iden�fy 

them we can train our minds to recognize environments in which 

we are prone to being biased. Many of the common biases we 

suffer from include: 

 

1)  The be�er-than-average effect—The be�er-than-average effect 

is the illusion that we are be(er at certain things than we actually 

are. A 1999 study by Jus�n Kruger and David Dunning found 

that the bo(om 12 percent of workers ranked themselves in 

the top 62 percent of workers.  We tend to think the same 

with most things. We want to believe we’re be(er than average 

drivers, lovers, and a whole slew of other things that more 

than 50 percent of humans can’t be be(er than average at. But 

we all think it. Maybe you are be(er than average. But don’t over-

es�mate your actual skills. Overconfidence with markets 

and money is like thinking you’ve found the holy grail in your 

own head. 

 

2)  Recency bias and the gambler’s fallacy—Recency bias is the 

tendency to overemphasize the recent past. If stocks are rising, 

we tend to think they’ll con�nue rising. We’re inherently narrow 

microeconomic thinkers. A similar effect is the gambler’s fallacy. 

We tend to think that a random event is more or less likely to 

occur following a series of similar events. I had a college friend 

who swore that he had figured out how to win at roule(e. 
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Falling for the gambler’s fallacy, he claimed that we just needed to wait for a series of same spins to 

occur and then we would bet against that outcome because the odds would then favor us. 

What he was missing was that each spin in roule(e is a unique environment with exactly the same 

odds and no connec�on to the last one spin or the last one million spins. We didn’t use his strategy, 

thankfully. Markets and money aren’t perfectly analogous, but each business cycle and market cycle is 

going to have a unique flavor. The past may rhyme but doesn’t necessarily repeat. John Templeton 

once said that the four most dangerous words in markets are it’s different this �me. I disagree; each 

cycle is always different because each cycle has a unique environment, catalysts, par�cipants, and var-

iables driving it. 

 

3)  The disposi�on effect—The disposi�on effect describes the tendency to sell shares that have in-

creased in value and hold onto shares that have decreased in value. This is similar to loss 

aversion in that we hate taking losses and hope we can always break even on our bad decisions. We 

hate admi=ng we were wrong. But the disposi�on effect shows the corollary. We aren’t just bad 

sellers of losing financial assets. We are bad sellers of winning financial assets in that we tend to be 

more comfortable taking a small gain than taking the risk of le=ng it ride. Add these two emo�onal 

biases together and you have a tendency to sell your winners too early and hold on to your losers too 

long, thereby crea�ng a por>olio nightmare. 

 

4)  The sunk cost-fallacy—The sunk-cost fallacy hurts many facets of our financial lives. A�er we’ve 

paid for something, we tend to jus�fy an irra�onal response to it by ra�onalizing that we’ve 

already paid for the item or invested so much in it. This is our failure to think in absolute terms. During 

our lives and financial interac�ons we o�en will confront losing causes that shouldn’t be pursued fur-

ther. But again we hang on to losing posi�ons by ra�onalizing what we’ve already put into something. 

Classic examples of the sunk-cost fallacy include finishing a meal when you’re full just because you 

paid for it or remaining in a bad rela�onship because you’ve invested so much in it already. 

Some�mes you need to know when to cut your losses. 

 

5) Past price fixa�on—Past price fixa�on is similar to the sunk-cost fallacy but applies specifically to 

financial markets. Have you ever held a losing posi�on and told yourself you’ll sell when the price gets 

back to your cost basis? If so, you’ve fallen for past price fixa�on. In financial markets it’s best to un-

derstand the past, but when making decisions about financial assets you have to also realize that your 

purchase price shouldn’t be the driving force behind your future decision to buy or sell. 

 

6) The bandwagon effect, herding, and confirma�on bias—The bandwagon effect, herding, and con-

firma�on bias are all related to the human bias of safety in numbers. If everyone else is doing some-

thing, we not only believe that our decisions are being confirmed by the ac�ons of others, but we also 

feel a sense of false safety because others are doing it. In other words, if you’re wrong you can always 

say everyone else was wrong also. 
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That might make your rela�ve posi�on be(er compared to the crowd’s, but it won’t necessarily make 

your absolute posi�on be(er. Be careful of always feeling be(er while traveling with the herd. At 

�mes they’re running toward the cliff and you won’t see it un�l you’ve gone over the edge. 

 

7)  Fallacy of composi�on—A fallacy of composi�on occurs when we think that what’s true for part of 

a group is necessarily true for the group as a whole. This is extremely common in macroeconomics 

and financial markets. For instance, the idea that you can rotate out of exis�ng stocks to add more 

cash on the sidelines for later use is a fallacy of composi�on. For you to move out of stocks and into 

cash, someone else must move out of cash and into stocks. When you think of money, it’s always 

best to think in a macroeconomic way so as to avoid this sort of narrow and misleading perspec�ve 

on the world. 

 

8) Poli�cal bias—Poli�cal bias can be extremely dangerous in markets and money. This is the tenden-

cy to intermingle your personal poli�cal beliefs with markets and monetary decisions. Of course poli-

�cs and money will always be intermingled, but that doesn’t mean you have to let your poli�cal bias-

es drive your every monetary decision. The classic example of poli�cal bias was the 2008 financial cri-

sis when the US government implemented the massive federal spending plan. Many people 

assumed this plan wouldn’t work, but those who understood the Kalecki profits equa�on and that 

deficits contribute to corporate profits recognized that the government’s spending program 

would likely add to corporate profits and drive the S&P 500 higher. While the poli�cally biased railed 

against the efficacy of the spending program, the S&P 500, in its always apoli�cal fashion, just 

chugged higher and higher as profits surged to record highs. 

 

9)  Entertainment bias—The financial markets can be a form of entertainment for some, but for most 

of us we are simply trying to find a place to allocate our assets so that they protect us against pur-

chasing power loss and the risk of permanent loss. The financial markets are not a game, an entertain-

ment show, or something that you should fool around with. Anyone who tells you the financial mar-

kets are for entertainment purposes is probably in the business of selling you financial entertainment 

for their own personal gain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


